A methodology for performing Reliability Based Optimization (RBO) using Limit State approximations for multi-disciplinary system design is presented. Two versions of the methodology are developed, one that does not employ decomposition and concurrent optimization techniques used in Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO), and the other that does. The method allows for the use of both deterministic and probabilistic constraints. Finally, the proposed approach is implemented for two test problems, one a simple demonstration problem, and the second a variation of a control augmented structure problem used in a number of MDO studies. The methodology works successfully for the problems considered and is computationally more efficient than a traditional RBO. The MDO version of the RBO is shown to be more efficient than the non-MDO version, for one of the test problems.
Introduction
In a traditional optimization, certain constraints represent events or phenomena that are critical and are often associated with failure. The resulting optimum in traditional optimization is usually constraint driven and hence has associated with it a high probability of failure, of the artifact being designed, due to the influence of uncertainties inherently present during the modeling and manufacturing phases of the artifact and due to uncertainties in the external operating conditions of the artifact. The uncertainties include variations in certain parameters, which are either controllable (e.g dimensions) or uncontrollable (e.g. material properties), and model uncertainties and errors associated with the simulation tools used for simulation based design 1 . Variational uncertainties will be treated as random variables in this paper. Model uncertainties arise due to inadequacy of the analysis tools to predict the real performance or outcome of a design. In this paper, it is assumed such uncertainties are minimal and the analysis tools can reasonably predict the actual performance trends. Any differences between the predictions from the analysis tools and "real-world" performance will be treated as variations.
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In designing artifacts with catastrophic failure modes, it becomes important to design the artifact such that it is sufficiently reliable with respect to each failure mode or with respect to the overall system failure. Reliability analysis is a tool to compute a reliability index or probability of failure for each failure mode or a system probability of failure. Reliability analysis uses probabilistic techniques to efficiently compute the probabilities of failure or reliabilities. The constraints in the traditional optimization, that represent the critical failure modes can be replaced with constraints expressed in terms of probabilities of failure or with a single constraint for system probability of failure, in a RBO formulation 2 .
The traditional RBO is expensive because of the inherent computational expense involved during the reliability analysis. Traditional RBO becomes very expensive especially when applied to Multi-Disciplinary problems characterized by coupling among the various disciplines. Thus in most practical applications, reliability analysis and RBO are performed only by certain disciplines (e.g. structures discipline). The design of multi-disciplinary systems usually involves the interaction between all the disciplines. Due to the exchange of information among these disciplines, uncertainties propagate through all disciplines. So it becomes important that the discipline performing RBO or reliability analysis know about sources of non-local uncertainties in addition to local uncertainties, and also know the net effect these uncertainties have on the local performance characteristics of interest. Such requirements can be handled in simulation based design where all the disciplines are modeled using appropriate analysis tools and the inter-disciplinary interactions are modeled.
The goal of this paper is to present a simulation based design methodology to reduce the computational expense associated with traditional RBO using approximation concepts with specific applications to MultiDisciplinary problems.
Traditional Design Optimization
In a traditional design optimization, values of design variables have to be found so that a minimum value of a merit function is obtained while satisfying certain constraints. A typical formulation for traditional optimization is as given below
.,;V, (3) (4) d are the design variables and p are the fixed parameters of the optimization problem, gf is the f h hard constraint that models the f h critical failure mode of the artifact. g? is the f h soft constraint that models the f h deterministic constraint due to other design considerations like cost, marketing etc. The merit function and constraints in the above formulation are explicit expressions in terms of d, p and y(d,p). y(d,p) are intermediate quantities that are outputs of analysis tools that model the various disciplines used in predicting the performance characteristics of an artifact. These intermediate quantities will be referred to as State Variables (SVs) and the analysis tools will be referred to as Contributing Analyses (CAs) in this paper.
In Multi-Disciplinary problems, CAs often require other SVs as inputs in addition to design variables and parameters. Figure 1 shows a general coupled system involving 3 CAs with inter-disciplinary coupling among them. To obtain the merit function and constraints, for a given set of design variables and parameters, one needs to obtain the SVs through a process called System Analysis (SA). The S A for a coupled system with SV feedback would require an iterative process to determine consistent SVs, ycnvgd-
Reliability Based Optimization
Traditional optimization does not take into consideration the inherent variational uncertainties present in design variables and parameters. Due to these uncertainties the design could have a high probability of failure because of the violations of certain hard constraints. This is particularly true if the hard constraints are active at the optimum design. So one would have to replace a traditional optimization with a Reliability Based OptimizaAmerican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics tion (RBO), where the hard constraints are replaced with reliability constraints, as shown below
gbo re p resen ts constraints on probabilities of failure with respect to each hard constraint, or a single constraint for the overall system probability of failure. g rbo can be written as given below. (9) (10) 1 sys where P/ is the failure probability of hard constraint gf at the given design and P a // ?/ is allowable probability of failure for this failure mode, Psy S is the system failure probability at the given design and P a \\ is allowable system probability of failure. It has to be noted that the RBO formulation assumes that the violation of soft constraints due to variational uncertainties are permissible and can be traded off for more reliable designs. For practical problems, robustness of the design requirements represented by the merit function and soft constraints could be a significant issue, one that would require a hybrid robustness and reliability based optimization formulation.
Standard reliability techniques are required to estimate these probabilities of failure. These techniques requires complete statistical information of uncertainties, that are modeled as continuous random variables X. Components of d are either distribution parameters, 9, of X like means, modes, standard deviations and coefficients of variation, or deterministic parameters, also called limit state parameters, denoted by r|. p characterizes the means or modes or any first order distribution parameters of certain random variables. Mathematically this can be represented by the following relations ec Cd (11) (12) Random variables can be consistenly denoted as X(0). The random hard constraint can be denoted as gf (X,r|). The true probability of failure due a hard constraint or failure mode is P/ = P(gf (X,r\) < 0).
An estimate of probability of failure due to a hard constraint or failure mode can be obtained using reliability techniques such as First or Second Order Reliability Methods (FORM or SORM) 3 . In both FORM and SORM, a Most Probable Point (MPP) of failure, u* is found in the standard space U, which is obtained by performing a Rosenblatt Transformation (one-to-one) on the set of random variables X, such that U is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance, and are statistically independent.
The MPP lies on the hard constraint boundary which is also called as a limit state. The random variables X usually consist of the uncertain design variables and parameters, with known (or assumed) joint probability density function. A signed reliability index P, also called the Hasofer-Lind Reliability index, can be obtained, whose magnitude equals ||u*||, and its sign is positive if direction of u* points into the infeasible region, and viceversa. Based on FORM, which linearizes the limit state failure at the MPP, the probability of failure corresponding to the failure of this limit state is approximated using <£(-P), where O is the Cumulative Gaussian Distribution Function. SORM approximates the limit state as a quadratic surface at the MPP, and one can obtain asymptotic estimates and exact estimates of probability of failure due to the given constraint 4 . The reliability constraints in Equation 9 , while using FORM can be written in terms of reliability indices as shown below American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Locating the MPP in a reliability analysis requires sensitivities of the hard constraints with respect to the random variables which can be computed using the Global Sensitivity Equations 5 (GSEs) for a general coupled system. The GSEs are based on the implicit differentiation rule. During a RBO, a deterministic analysis is needed in addition to the reliability analysis to determine the merit function and soft constraints and their sensitivities. The deterministic analysis and reliability analysis can be viewed as contributing analysis of an equivalent system analysis, referred to as rSA in this paper. This is illustrated in Figure 2 . The rSA also outputs sensitivities of merit function, deterministic constraints and reliability constraints with respect to the design variables when needed. In a standard RBO approach, the optimization process will require repeated evaluations of rSA alone. new design from the approximate RBO is carried over to phase one again, and this is repeated till convergence is obtained. Limit State Approximations: In addition to values and sensitivities of reliability constraints, the reliability analysis also outputs the information corresponding to history of SA and GSE calculations during the MPP searches, that include the search points, the values and sensitivities of SVs and limit states with respect to random variables and limit-state parameters, as shown below MPP search point: xf
Proposed Methodology -Non-MDO Approach
A standard RBO approach is expensive due to the inherent computational intensity of the reliability analysis. The proposed methodology is aimed at reducing this computational expense by using approximation concepts. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed methodology. The methodology is similar to that proposed by Sues et. al. 6 . The first phase, on the top of the flow chart, is the rSA where a reliability analysis including a complete sensitivity analysis is done. The second phase is the building of approximations for hard constraint boundaries (limit states). The third phase is an approximate RBO phase where the reliability analysis is performed using the limit state approximations from phase two. The Approximations can be built for the hard constraints from the MPP search history as shown above. Approximations have been used by researchers for reducing the computational expenses during the MPP searches 7 . In this paper, approximations are developed for a different purpose i.e. to appropriately capture the limit state surfaces 8 . This approach uses these limit state approximaAmerican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics tions for reliability analysis in RBO rather than computing actual hard constraint information. Limit state ap-[ x -space. £^(X,r|) has to be built in r) space since one has to capture the trends of the limit state surface with respect to deterministic design variables, r\. An example of a limit state approximation, would be a quadratic approximation as given below
In the above equation x*'* and T|* are the MPP and limit state parameter settings during the kf h overall iteration. Q is the Hessian of the quadratic approximation and the n^ terms can be estimated either during the fitting process 9 or using hessian update schemes 10 . It has to be noted that n is the sum of dimensions of x and r|. Another alternative is to develop approximations at MPP for the intermediate variables y, especially when the hard constraints are explicit expressions in y. In the work presented in the paper, only linear approximations are used.
Approximate RBO: During the approximate RBO the reliability analysis required for computing reliability constraints are performed for limit state approximations. The approximate RBO may use exact deterministic merit function and constraints from SA or may use approximate estimates from approximations built using deterministic analysis outputs from the rS A. It should be noted that the deterministic analysis in a rSA is redundant if exact deterministic analysis is going to be done in the approximate RBO phase. Since the limit state approximations may not be valid for designs far away from the current design, move-limits would have to be used for the approximate RBO. Trust region management strategies could be used to set the move-limits for the RBO, such as the one presented in Rodriguez et. al.
n .
Proposed Methodology -MDO Approach
A second approach is proposed in this section to perform Multi-Disciplinary Optimization where the goal of certain disciplines is to achieve target reliability levels with respect to local failure modes, modeled in these disciplines. Certain constraints in these disciplines are hard constraints (limit states) which determine the failure of the component or part of the artifact designed by each of these disciplines. Due to the information exchanges between the disciplines, the uncertainties in outputs of each discipline are due to all the uncertainties, local and nonlocal to the discipline, for a general case. So in a discipline, where a reliability analysis is to be performed, the non-local uncertainties cannot be neglected and have to be taken into consideration. Hence, while performing a reliability analysis the whole SA has to be evaluted, which is essentially taken care by the rSA as presented earlier.
Various MDO approaches have been proposed for performing traditional optimization. A number of the approaches are the Concurrent Subspace Optimization (CSSO) 12 , Collaborative Optimization (CO) 13 and Sequential Approximate Optimization (SAO) 14 . These approaches make use of decomposition and concurrent optimization strategies. The proposed framework for the current study is The first phase in the framework is the rSA, which has been explained previously. In this framework rSA is required to output merit function, deterministic constraints, deterministic converged SVs, reliability analysis outputs and a complete sensitivity analysis for both deterministic quantities and reliability constraints.
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The next phase is the approximations building phase. Approximations are developed for two purposes, one for estimating non-local SVs during the Subspace Optimizations (SSOs) during the approximate deterministic analysis, and the other for reliability analysis of limit state approximations in certain SSOs. The approximations for converged SVs, y cm >gd> at the current design d* are developed in this phase based on available information from the exact deterministic analysis in the rSA. These approximations are typically linear in CSSO. The building of limit state approximations is done in the same fashion as explained in the non-MDO approach.
The next phase is the SSO phase where Subspace optimizations take place in a concurrent fashion. All the SSOs perform RBO, as given by Equations 5-8, but each has control of only certain design variables. There could be shared design variables among SSOs. There are additional move-limit constraints in each SSO. The SSOs perform approximate deterministic analysis. During the approximate deterministic analysis in each SSO, the approximations for the converged non-local SVs are used along with exact local SVs. During the reliability analysis in each SSO, reliability analysis is performed on the limit state approximations corresponding to the local hard constraints or all the local and non-local hard constraints. If the reliability analysis is performed for local limit state approximations alone, the reliability constraints corresponding to the non-local hard constraints are computed from approximations for these reliability constraints, which can be developed using the exact reliability analysis output from the rSA.
The reliability analysis in the non-MDO approach during the approximate RBO phase is based on the limit state approximations alone and does not require any additional SA or CA evaluation. The same approach can be used in the SSOs in the modified CSSO. The reliability analysis in the SSOs, in such a case, does not require any local CA evaulation. This is the approach that has been used in the test problems in this paper. An interesting variation is possible where the reliability analysis in each SSO uses the local CA, in a similar way as during the approximate deterministic analysis. This is possible when limit state approximations are obtained from approximations of converged SVs at the MPPs, especially when the hard constraints are explicit functions of SVs. In such a case, the approximations of non-local SVs could be used along with exact local SVs during reliability analysis in a given SSO. This variation allows higher fidelity information to be used during reliability analysis and could give better estimates of reliability indices for complex coupled and non-linear SAs, hence assuring faster convergence of the whole algorithm. The above mentioned variation in reliability analysis in SSO has not been used in the work here and will be considered for future studies. Each SSO outputs the optimal designs and other information required for the next phase which is the Coordination Procedure (CP). In the Co-ordination Procedure, RBO is performed where all design variables are modified. A new overall design is found after the coordination procedure. In this work, the CP proposed by Renaud and Gabriele 15 is used, along with userdefined move-limits. In such a CP, the histories of the approximate /, g rbo and g° are stored for all the designs evaluated during the SSOs. Quadratic approximations for merit function, reliability constraint and deterministic constraints are determined, using the approximate information obtained from SSOs, about the current design setting. The approximations are created such that they have exact sensitivities at the current design, which is available from the output of rSA. The system level optimization problem i.e. the RBO is solved using these quadratic approximations. The system level optimization is subject to move-limits on the design variables.
The new design from the CP is carried over to the rS A and this entire process is repeated in an iterative fashion till convergence is achieved.
Test Problems

Analytic Test Problem
The first problem is a simple analytic problem, used to illustrate the basic character of the proposed modified American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics CSSO approach for RBO. There are 2 design variables, d, and one parameter, p, in the problem. There are two random variables, X. The first design variable is the mean of the first random variable and the second design variable is deterministic. The parameter is the mean of the second random variable. This problem is a coupled problem and has 2 CAs.
There are two constraints in this problem. The first constraint is considered to be a hard constraint, g R and the second constraint is considered to a soft or deterministic constraint, g°. The problem can be described mathematically below Merit Function:
Constraints:
where d\ = fix { , p = flx 2 = 0 and d 2 = r\
The problem formulation for the RBO is as given below
For the test case, the random variables were chosen to be independent and normally distributed with standard deviations of 0.05 and 0.5 for Xi andX2 respectively. The problem was implemented in a modified CSSO framework for RBO which is based on the framework similar to the one proposed by Renaud and Gabriele 15 . Linear approximations for the state variables at the means of the random variables were used for the estimation of nonlocal states in the two SSOs. SSO\ is allowed to change both the design variables, but SSO 2 is allowed to change only the first design variable. Thus d\ is the shared design variable in this problem. In both SSOs, move-limits are imposed on the design variables. In SSOi, g rbo is estimated from reliability analysis of linear approximations of the limit state, and in SSO 2 , it is estimated from sensitivities of |3, computed at the rSA. The norm of the change in design variables was required to be less than 0.001 for this problem to converge. The move limits were chosen to be 10 percent of the total design space, centered on the design variables' settings, throughout the whole optimization for both SSOs and Co-ordinating Procedure. Figure 5 shows the control augmented structure as proposed by Sobieski et. al. 16 . There are two disciplines or Contributing Analyses (CAs) in this problem which are the structures subsystem and the controls subsystem and they are coupled. The structure is a 5 element cantilever beam, numbered 1-5 from the free end to the fixed end, as shown in the Figure 5 . Each element is of equal length, but the breadth and height are variable. Three static loads T\, T 2 and T^ are applied to the first three elements. The beam is also acted on by a time varying force P, which is a ramp function. Controllers A and B are designed as an optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator to control the lateral and rotational displacements of the free end of the beam, respectively. The analysis is coupled since the weight of the controllers, which is assumed to be proportional to the control effort, is required for the Mass Matrix of the structures and one requires the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors of the structure in the modal analysis for designing the controller, as shown in Figure 6 . The damping matrix is taken to be proportional to the stiffness matrix by a factor c for the dynamic analysis of the structure. This damping parameter is also a design variable. The constraints arise due to constraints on static stresses, static and dynamic displacements and the natural frequencies. The main objective is to minimize the total weight of the beam and the controllers. superior to those calculated from finite difference techniques especially when used for coupled systems, since use of finite difference techniques can give inaccurate and "noisy" derivatives, and also because it is difficult to obtain accurate sensitivities of certain outputs like the natural frequencies and the mode shapes using finite differencing.
Control Augmented Structures Problem
Since the problem being considered is coupled, one needs to use Global Sensitivity Equations (GSEs), which are based on the implicit function differentiation rule. Sensitivities of the outputs of the structures module can be found using analytic and numerical techniques 17 . The sensitivities of the static displacements and stresses are quite easy to compute, but the computation of sensitivities of natural frequencies and correspoding mode shapes is more involved and can be computed using various methods like the Nelson's Method, Modal Method and Modified Modal Method. Sutler et. al. 18 compare these methods in terms of computational costs and rapidity of convergence. Analytic sensitivities of the controls output requires the computation of sensitivities of the solution of an Algebraic Riccati equation used for obtaining a Linear Quadratic Regulator, which is presented by Khot The problem as formulated by Sobieski et.al. 16 has only 8 constraints in it. But for a reliability analysis all the important failure modes have to be identified. For this problem, 32 limit states or failure modes were identified:
where dlj, dr t = Static lateral and rotational displacements of f h element resp., dla,dra = Maximum allowable static lateral and rotational displacements, coi, 0)2 = First and second natural frequencies, ifl' ®2 a = Minimum required value for the first and second natural frequencies, a-", a-= Maximum Static stresses at the right and left ends of f h element, a fl = Maximum allowable static stress, ddli, ddrt = Dynamic lateral and rotational displacements of i th element, and ddla, ddra = Maximum allowable dynamic lateral and rotational displacements.
The random variables for this problem are a fl , p and E alone, which were assumed to be independent and normally distributed with statistical information as given in Table 1 . From previous experiences with this test problem, constraintsg\,g6,giI,£i4,£i6,£18,£20,£22,£28 were considered to be important and hence only these are considered as hard constraints for the RBO. The constraints gii and #28 are dynamic constraints and are dependent on the controls module. Hence one needs to do the coupled system analysis for the reliability analysis for these constraints. The RBO has 9 reliability constraints based on reliability indices from FORM and has no deterministic constraints. The total system failure, P fl // was required to be 0.001, which was equally distributed among these 9 failure modes, so $ nqd = O' 1 (fy\ = 3.692, for this problem.
The RBO was performed using three methods, the traditional RBO, the non-MDO version of the proposed methodology and the modified CSSO approach described earlier. For the non-MDO approach, exact SA is used for the deterministic analysis during the approximate RBO phase. For the modified CSSO approach, SSO\ controls the first 10 design variables while the SSO2 controls the last design variable, c. It has to be noted that c has no effect whatsoever on the static constraints in this problem. Hence in this problem, SSO2 always gives infeasible results when started with a design which is infeasible due to the violation of the static constraints. The norm of change in design variables was required to be less than 0.001 for convergence. The move limits were chosen to be 10 percent of the total design space, about the design variables' settings.
Results and Discussion
are shifted to the right by one iteration, it can be seen that the dotted lines closely match the solid lines. 
Analytic Test Problem
The same final design was obtained using traditional RBO and the proposed modified CSSO for RBO for this test problem. The convergence plots are shown in Figure 7 . The dotted lines are the final results from CP at d*, whereas the solid lines are results from rSA at d*" 1 . They are displayed in this "shifted" manner to help discriminate between the two results. If the CP predictions Figure 8 shows the iteration history in the design variables space which includes final design histories of SSOs and the CP. The traditional optimum design lies on both the constraint surfaces. It can be seen that the final design from RBO is on the deterministic constraint boundary but slightly displaced from the hard constraint boundary due to the reliability constraints. The figure also shows the optima from SSOs and CP at each overall American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics iteration of the modified CSSO approach for RBO. The plot shows that for the first three iterations the subspace optima and the design from the CP are all completely constrained by the move-limits alone. This suggests that use of bigger move-limits could have resulted in fewer iterations. It can be seen that SSOi alone determines the new design in iterations 1-3 but for subsequent iterations the new designs are determined by the co-ordination between both SSOs.
The proposed modified CSSO framework was more efficient than the traditional RBO in terms of number of rS As required. The modified CSSO required only 8 rS As whereas the traditional RBO required 13 rSAs, for similar convergence conditions.
Controls Augmented Structure Problem
The starting and final designs are given in Table 2 . The initial design was chosen to be the traditional optimum, obtained as a result of solving Equations 1-4. The constraint g\ is alone active at this design for this problem. The traditional RBO, the non-MDO and MDO versions of the proposed methodology yield the same final design. The reliability indices and the probabilities of failure at the final design are given in Table 3 . It can be seen that constraints £i6,£i8 5 £20,£22,£28 dominate the system failure for this design, and the reliability constraints corresponding to these constraints are the only active reliability constraints in the RBO. It was mentioned that at the traditional optimum only g\ was active, but at the final design the reliability constraints due to £16,£18,£20,£22,£28 **e alone active, which shows these constraints are more sensitive to uncertainties than g\ and hence dominate the design in a RBO. g\f>, gig, #20, £22 are static stress constraints at the left end of elements 2, 3,4 and 5. #28 is dynamic rotational displacement constraint for element 1. g. no. The convergence history of the modified CSSO approach is shown in Figures 9 and 10 . The dotted lines are predictions from CP and are plotted in the same fashion as for the previous test problem. It can be seen from the rSA plots that the reliability constraints at the starting design with respect to Si,£6,£i6,£i8,S20,S22,S28 are violated, but at the final design only the latter 5 of these reliability constraints are active. It can also be seen from the CP plots that these 5 reliability constraints are active in all the 4 iterations, which shows that the trends in the reliability constraints are effectively predicted from the limit state approximations. Unlike the analytic test problem, the designs are not entirely constrained by the move-limits during any of the iterations. The new design in each iteration of the modified CSSO for RBO is mainly driven by SSO\ alone due to the infeasible results from SSO2, as it was mentioned earlier. Table 4 compares the computational expenses associated with the three methods. It can be seen that the non-MDO approach gives a computational savings of approximately 25%, in terms of CA calls, when compared with the traditional RBO. The MDO approach, modified CSSO for RBO, gives a computational savings of nearly 40%. Hence it can be seen that it is advantageous to use the modified CSSO for RBO, over the non-MDO approach, for this problem. It is expected that the computational costs will drastically reduce when higher order approximations are used for the limit state approximations but further studies are required. Though the proposed methodology is more efficient than a traditional RBO, most of the computational cost is involved with the rSA and further research is needed to develop methodologies to reduce the computational cost in the reliability analysis of a complex coupled S A using suitable decomposition strategies. The use of limit state approximations not only reduce the computational cost, but would also allow a general system reliability based optimization to be performed and hence it is desirable to solve such a general RBO problem in the future.
